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Su@5vIARY 

Low speed flutter tests have been made on an all-moving model fin to 
ascertain the effeot of mass balance at a position on the leading edge near 
the root. The stiffness of the joint form?ng the roll axis for the model was 
also varied. 

God agreement is obtained between the experimental results arxi analytical 
predictions. As the stiffness at the joint is increased, allowing less freedom 
in roll, the flutter speed falls rapidly to a minimum, initially, and subsequently 
increases. Mass-balanoe reduces the flutter speeds end frequencies. 

Calculations by the Airoraft Industry on a particular all-moving fin, which 
served as a basis far the model, gave the opposite effect for mass-balsnae, but 
the model did not aocurately represent the chcdwise flexibility of the actual fin 
and it is possible that the effectlvccess of mass balsnoe at the root deperds on 
this parameter. 

Repleces R.,1.E. Teoh.Note No. Structures 330 - A.R.C. 25,228. 
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1 ~~UCTION 

In recent years a greater use has been made of all-moving surfaoes 
(tailplane and fin) for aircraft control. Experhnental data on the flutter 
properties of all-moving surfaces is, however, scarce and a programme of low speed 
tests was undertaken to obtain additional information. 

Theoretical investigations by the Aircraft Industry on the flutter 
characteristics of a particular all-moving fin showed that mass-balance on the 
leeding edge near the root improved the flutter properties significantly. This 
result seema somewhat unusual as mass balance in this position was considered 
unlikely to prevent coupling of the modes conducive to flutter. It was deoided 
therefcre to u-e thrs particular fin as a basis for the design of the flutter 
mcdel for the lo;? speed tests. 

The manufacture of a model having detailed oorrespondanoe with the full 
scale structures would have required a prohibitive expenditure of time and effort 
and was not attempted. Instead it was assumed that the actual fin had a definable 
flexual axis along which the stiffness could be concentrated and this enabled. a 
simple single spar model with a number of ribs and a covering of polyurethane 
fcm to be used in the tests. 

Tnerz was agreement in planform between the model and the actual fm an3 a 
general or~:zr of agreement 111 stiffness and inertia distribution, but representa- 
tlsn WI'; pxticularly lacking as regards char&vise deformation. The model, how- 
ever, was ccnstiered adequate to establish flutter trends with reasonable 
rcliebility. 

The inertia, stiffness ati resonance characteristics of the model were 
I ~easLxa, anJ subsequently low speed flutter tests were made, with end without 
m.lss balance, for different values of the stiffness of the Joint forming the roll 

XXIF. for the zdel. Flutter speeds and frequencies were also obtained by 
cehd%tlon and compared with the experimental values. 

2 DmAILSOI" THEMODEL --- 

The mcdel, depicted 111 Flgs.1 and 2, consisted of a metal framework covered 
with pslyurethane foam. A single duralunun spar provided the stiffness and a 
number cf ribs, :velded to the spar, gave the required mass distribution. The 
foam was shaped to conform to the aerodynamic section B.A.E. 101 with a ten 
per cent thickness,'chsrd ratio. 

The model had freedom in roll about an axis two inches below the root end 
of the spar, the amount of rotation depending on the stiffness at the Joint. 
A system of cross springs, shown inFig.3, formed the Joint and variation of 
the stiffness was achieved by interchanging the springs. 1iass balance could be 
attached to tne model at the position indicated in Fig.& 

3 IhSBaSTPTSS AIKI RESONANCE TESTS .- 

The lnertla, sttifness ati resonance charactcrlstios of the model were 
delermlned both for the bare metal structure and for the covered model. The 
inertlas were obtained by timing free osoillatlons and the stiffness and resonance 
propercles relate to futed root condltlons. 
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The stlffnessea are presented ~II matrxi form in Tables 1 an3 2 and the points 
at wbch the deflections were measured are denoted in Flga.5 ard 6. Details of 
the inertias are p;Lven 111 Table 3. 

The resonant frequencies of the fast five natural modes of vlbratxon were 
determine3 by exciting the model and recordin& the frequencies at the peak 
amplitudes. At each resonant frequency the dlsplacementa were measured at the 
points shown in Figs.5 and 7. The results for the bare struoture are given in 
Figs.8 to 12 and for the covered model mPigs.13 to 17. In the latter case the 
contours are lines of equal amplituae. 

4 TmD TUNNEL msTs 

The model was tested 111 the R.B.E. 5 ft open Jet wind tunnel and the critical 
flutter speeds and frequencies were determined, with and withoUt mass balance, fOX 
Increasing values of the stiffne::, of tine Joint forming the roll axis. The values 
ranged from 20 lb ft/xad to 455 lb f-t/x-ad. 

The effect of mass balance on the flutter propertles of the model was 
investigated using two mass balance weights of 0.03 lb and 0.06 lb, 5% and66 
respectively of the weight of the mcdel. 

A small piesc-electric bender-type transducer, attached to the model, was 
usea to record the aocclcration response. At high wind speeds the noise of the 
tunnel generated a relatively high frequency acoeleratLon response which terxied 
to smmp the output signal from the transducer. 

The results of the tests are given in Fig.18 and the layout of the transducer 
clrcult m Fi&ly. 

5 CmKATIms --- 

5.1 Calculatea modes ----- 

The fin was regarded as dlvlded up into 17 regions wrth concentrated masses. 
Usang these discrete masses in association vtith the measured influence coeffloxent 
matrix (Table 2) a set of modes was calculated. 

The mass distribution is presented in Table 4 and the calculated modes in 
Flgs.20 to 24. 

5.2 Flutter calculations 

A quaternary flutter calculation eras made on the model. The mcdes were, 
roll about an axis two inches below the root and the first three natural mcdes 
of vibration relative to flxea root cona1ttlons. The calculations involved the 
determination of the mertla, stiffness and aera3ynamic coefficients in non- 
dimensional form; details of the methcds uaea are given in Append= 1. 

The ccmplete flutter equations were solved by the R.A.E. Twelve Degree of 
Freedom Electronic Flutter Simulator and the flutter speeds and frequencies for 
a Joint stiffness range of 20 lb Pt/rad to 450 lb ft/xd are presented inFig.25. 
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The theoretical flutter speeds far the fixed root ccnditicn (no roll) were 
320 ft/sec and 295 ft/sec with and wIthcut mass-balancte respectively and 
the corresponding flutter frequencies were 31 c/s and 26 c/s. 

6 DISCUSSION OF THE KLND TUNNDL FESULTS 

The curves in Fig.18 show that mass balance reduces the flutter speeds and. 
frequencies the larger mass causing the greater reduction. 

As the stiffness of the Joint, about which the mcdel rolls, is increased, 
the flutter speed falls rapidly to a minimum and subsequently mcreases. The 
effect is the same with and withcut mass balance. The flutter frequencies 
increase slowly l:ith increasulg stiffness. 

For the nominally fixed root condition (no roll freedcon) the flutter speed 
and frequency for the fin, without lna~s balance, were 252 ft/sec and 23 c/s 
respectively, whereas, with mass balance (0.06 lb) the flutter speed was greater 
than 285 ft/sec - the maxlTmun tunnel speed. This result indicates that mass 
balance is advantageous for the fixed root case. However, there is some 
uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of the root furing in these particular 
tests and this result should be treated with reserve. 

7 COE'ARISON BETVEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERlliiENTAL RESULTS ------- 

7.1 Measured and calculated modes - -- 

A ccanpariscn of the measured mcdes (Figs.13 to 17) with those calculated 
(Figs.20 to 24) indicates tolerable agreement in the lower frequency range; the 
first two modes agree fairly well both in frequency and nodal line shape, but the 
third experimental mcdc is very similar to the fourth calculated mode. There 1s 
practically no agreement between the mcdcs of higher order, but better agreement 
could undoubtedly be obtained by increasing the number of points for lnfluenoe 
coel’flclent measurements and the mxticr of regions for mass distributlcn. 

7.2 Wind tunnel results_and theoretical predictions - 

The experimental and theoretical curves SIC ccnnpared in Fig.25, the first 
diagram relating to the flutter speeds and the second to the flutter frequencies. 

The flutter speed curves show timt, with ti without mass balance, there is 
gccd. agreement between the wind tunnel results and the calculations. The thecry 
aocurately predicts ncc only the effects of Joint stiffness and mass balance but 
also the actual values of flutter speed. 

The flutter frequency curves show that the effects cf roll stiffness s.rd 
mass balance, as deternmed experimentally, are substantiated by calculation, but 
the theoretical values are higher. 

With regard to the nominally fixed root results a discrepancy occurs; the 
calculations show that mass balance has the same effect on flutter speed as when 
roll 1s permitted, but the experiments indicate the opposite effect. However, 
as mentioned in section 6, some doubt exists regartig the effectiveness of the 
root fixing and it is possible that the flutter speed for the fm without mass 
balance should have been higher than that obtained with mass balance, as indicated 
by calculation. 
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The comparison between model calculations and experiment shows that the 
theory is adequate for the prediction of the flutter characteristics of an all- 
moving surface. 

At the same time it should be noted that the trends obtained for the model 
are at variance with those obtained from calculations on tne full scale fin. 
However, it seems likely that chordwisc flexibility is of maJor importance u1 the 
full scale work, and this feature was not adequately represented in the mu%& 

8 CONCLJJSIONS 

(4 As the stiffness at the Joint forxng tne roll axis is increased, allowing 
less freedom III roll, the flutter speed falls rapidly to a mlnlnnun initially and 
subsequently increases. 

(b) Mass balance on the leading edge, near the root, decreases the flutter 
speed and frequency. 

(4 Close agreement between the cxperlmcntal results and calculations indicates 
that the theory is adequate for the prediction of the flutter characteristics of 
an all-moving surface in the absenoe of compressibility effects. 

(d) Kass balance effects for the model are the opposite of those indxated by 
caloulations for a full scale fin. The inadequate representation of the chordwise 
flexibilxty may provide an explanation for this discrepancy. 
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APFENDIXI 

FLIJ'ITEP CAICULATIONS 

A quaternary flutter calculation was made on the model. The modes were, the 
roll about an axis two inches below the root and the first three natural modes of 
vibration of the model relative to fixed root conditions. The calculations 
involved the determination of the inertia, stiffness and aeroaynamic coefficients 
in non-dimensional form. 

To obtain the inertia coefficients the fin was regarded as d~vlded into 
62 concentrated masses. The coefficients were then calculated from the values 
of these masses and their dioplacemcnts in the four modes from the relationship:- 

1 17 

al,< = ---7 
z 

mf f 
PsLy 

P q 

where a = inertia coefficient 
Pq 

P = air density 

s = semi span 

c = reference chord r 

m P conoentrated mass 

f 
P 

c displacement function 2~ mode p 

f 
9 

= displacement function in mcde q. 

The displacement functions were obtamed from the contour line diagrams 
for the first three modes and were calculated far the roll mode. 

The structural stiffness cceffic-cnts were obtained fran the relation:- 

o2 2 r 
( pp L- pp * "'p 7 

where e is the structural stiffness cccffioient 
PP 

aPp 
is the direct structural mertia 

"P 
is the natural frequency of mode p 

V is the airspeed. 
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Appendix 1 

The aercdynsmic coefficients were calculated using a method developed by 
D.E. Davies of Structures Department, R.A.E., and programmed for the Mercury 
computer (Programme R.A.E. 161A). 

The procedure involves the selection of a number of sparwlse stations ath 
particular locations. At each statron a number of displaoement and upwash poants 
are selected m the streamwxe darcction. Displacements at these chosen points 
and the slopes at the upwash powts arc then determmed for the modes involved 

III the flutter calculations. These values in conJunctlon with values of 
frequency parameter and IIaoh Number and some model co-ordmates me used to 
obtain the non-dlmensxonal asrcdynamic coeffxlents req&“ed for the flutter 
matrix. 
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TABLE I 

Influence coefficients for the bare fin (in/lb1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 0.045176 -a01195 m3m399 -0.00127 0.000499 -0.001388 o.cm25 -0.w155 -0.ooo3YY -0.w133 -o.wcYt% -0.W1638 

2 -0.001276 0.072716 -0.~0541 O.Wl999 -0.cQoz2 0.002554 o.occ652 O.co2638 0.0016YY 0.002638 O.W2485 0.00304 

3 0.000999 -o.m555 0.007219 -0.w2151 0.00136l ~.w240 0.0~0379 -0.wz4W -O.OX@YY -0.Oo2388 +.wl471 -0.w3246 

4 -0.001276 0.001999 -020236 O.W% -0.ow499 0.006163 0.001555 O.W76CY 0.003C96 O.W8913 0.005637 0.008886 

.j o.ocHJL&ygg -o.ciJQm o,w1235 -o,owi&!& O.m-908 -o,w5j6 o.cm3136 -0.w4iz oXQ2332 -o.w2804 0.001638 -0.001721 

6 -0.0014~~ O.W24133 -0.W236 0.006859 -0.005289 0.10104~ 0.004207 0.040264 O.oli'i?B 0.044013 0.030726 0.048317 

7 o.wGz5 O.wc638 o.wo319 0.001555 -0.00304 O.W4859 0.017674 0.W4248 0.027lo3 0.019354 0.038487 0.035266 

8 -awl499 o.w2J+1g -am2388 0.007663 -o.wi,m 0.03~596 0.003993 0.15~03 0.056342 0.140647 0.10956 0.167424 

9 -0.~341 J,OOl6;8 -O.W49% 0.003277 O&%2541 0.01m5 w2567l WWZY omm3 O.lC924 0.17w86 0.19999 

0 -0.001457 0.202yu -3.00272 O.WQIY -0.002T16 O.O43216 O.OlsO35 0.14062 O.lms83 o.34@23 0.2995 0.44346 

1 -0.001 0.w -0.0015 o.w5is o.wt5 WX9.25 0.036 0.111 0.174 0.2885 O&Y25 0.4755 

2 -3.0015 0.0030 -0.w375 0.00875 -Q.Wl~ o.Q44 0.03695 0.165 0.19225 Q.42524 0.4775 1.m 

Positions I - 12 are in&mated in Fig.5. 









TlLBLF 
Results of lnertla tests 

Condltlon I roll (lb -2) hiass (lb) 

i3etal franmark 28.3 0.52 

Covered mth foam 63.5 0.98 

Roll axis:- 2 in. below root and of spar and parallel to tip rib. 

+ TAIELLE 

iiass distrlbutlon - 

Pcs1t1on 
(As mdmat?d In Fq.10) 

Mass (lb) 
(i&ta1 + foam + glue) 

1 0.03454 

: 0.01894 0.01700 

i 0.06427 0.0441 I 
0.02974 

87 0.08945 
0.05417 

9 0.02913 
10 0.09111 
11 0.06550 
12 / 0.03468 
13 0.11813 
14 I 

I 
0.11413 

15 I 0.04238 

I 
0.10209 
0.03524 
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FIG. 1. DIMENSIONS 
OF METAL FRAMEWORK 



F,f, *, MODEL COVERED WITH SPANDo FoAM* 
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L I I I , 

/ 
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SUPPORT PLATE 

FIG. 3. FIN AND RIG. 



POSITION FOR 

FIG. 4. APPARENT NODAL LINE AT FLUTTER. 



0 POINTS 
AT WHICH STAT\C OEF’-EC-TlONS 

WERE MEASURED 
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WHICH MODES 

WERE h4EASURE0 

FIG. 5, MEASURING POINTS ON METAL STRUCTURE. 
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FIG. 6, POINTS AT WHICH STATIC DEFLECTIONS WERE MEASURED. 



COVERED MODEL 
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FIG. 7. POINTS AT WHICH THE MODES WERE MEASURED. 



MEASURED MOOE ON 

METAL FRAMEWORK. 
(FIXED ROOT ) 

‘~////MOTION UPWARDS 

A\\\\ MOTION DOWN WARD5 

FIG. 8. MODE I (f = 164 C/S> 



MEASURED MODE ON 
METAL FRAMEWORK 

(FIXED ROOT) 

.- 
-. 

//////MOTION UPWARDS 

,,\\\\ M07lON DOWN WARDS 

FIG. 9 MODE 2 (r = 53.2 c/s> 



MEASURED MODE ON METAL FRAMEWORK 

Y/h MOTION UPWARDS. 

,\\k MOTION DOWNWARDS, 

FIG. IO. MODE 3 ($=74*2 c/s) 



MEASURED MODE ON METAL FRAMEWORK 

(FIXED ROOT) 

MOTION UPWARDS _ 

FIG.II. MODE 4 dfi87.0 c/s) 



MEASURE0 MOOE ON METAL FRAMEWORK 

(FIXED ROOT) 

////// MOTION UPWARDS. 

,\\\\ MOTION DOWNWARDS. 

I 

FIG. 12. MODE 5 (f= 102 c/s) 



- NODAL LINE 

- CONTOURS OF EQUAL AMPLITUDE. 

FIGURES DENOTE AMPLITUDES IN 
THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH 

MEASURED MODE ON 

COVERED MODEL 
(FIXED ROOT) 

FIG. 13. MODE 1. (16.1 c/5) 



- NODAL LINE 

- CONTOURS OF EQUAL AMPLITUDE 

(FIGURES DENOTE AMPLITUDES IN 
THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH) 

MEASURED MODE ON 
COVERED MODEL 

(FIXED ROOT) 

FIG. 14. MODE 2. (41 c/s) 



- NODAL LINE 
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FI’ZjURES DENOTE J’W~PLITUOES IN 

THOUJANOTHS Of AN tNCH 

MEASURED MODE ON 
COVERED MODEL 

c FIxEO ROOT > 

FIG. 15 MODEL 3 (54 c/s) 



- NOOAL LIbE.5 
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FIGURES DENOTE AMPLITUDES IN 

THOUSANOTHS OF AN INCH 

MEASURED MODE ON 
COVERED MODEL 

(FIXED ROOT) 
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I\\\\\\ 1 

FIG 16 MODE 4 (64.8 c/s> 
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MEASURED MODE ON 
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(FIXED ROOT) 

60 
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FIG. 17. MODEL 5 (109-8 c/s) 
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KEY:-0 NO MASS BALANCE 
X MASS BALANCE= 0.03 LB. 
A MASS BALANCE = O-06 LB 

, - 
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0 100 200 300 400 ! 
STIFFNESS AT THE JOINT - LB FT./RAD 

25 

20 

IO> 

30 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
STIFFNESS AT THE JOINT - LB. FT /FtAD. 

FIG. 18. RESULTS OF WIND TUNNEL TESTS. 
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FIG. 19. TRANSDUCER AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 



FIG.~~. MODES I & 2 (CALCULATED) 
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FlG.21. MODE 3 (CALCULATED) 



nG22. MODE 4 (CALCULATED> (53.4 C/S) 
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FIG.~~. MODE 5 (CALCULATED) (60.5 C/S) 
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FIG. 24. MODE 6 (CALCULATED) (71.3 +) FIG. 24. MODE 6 (CALCULATED) (71.3 +) 
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-WIND TUNNEL RESULTS 

----THEORETICAL RESULTS 

STIFFNESS AT THE JOINT- LB. FT/RAD. 

0 too coo 300 400 

STIFFNESS AT THE JOINT -LB FT / RAO. 

FIG. 25. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 
THEORETICAL RESULTS 
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I 

53.691.541 
53.6.0rSkp I 
53.6S4.541 

53.6.013&2 : 
53.69b.sLl 

I FI;LppTw TESTS ANTJ CAICGLATIONJ ON # -ING mEL FIN. 
curran, 3.L July, 1563. 

God e.@-eemnt 1s obtaIned betmen the srprlmental results end 
analytical pmdlctlonn. la the utlfrmss at the joint 1s Inomed, allor 
ing 188.5 rreedom 1n roll, the rumr speed ran3 mpld4 to a mlnw, 
inltlally, and subsequently increases. ~s-Dalanoe FeCcW the flutter 
speeds Fd fr-aqueneles. 
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CalculatIona by the Alrcnr(t Industry 0” a partloUZrr all-moving 
rin, mlch ea?NBd 8.9 * baSiB Ior the model. gave the opposite errect ror 
n%-balance. but the model did Mt. accwately mpmmit tka chomWlae 
rleribillty o? the actual fin and It Is possible that the effectivemea of 
mea balmIce at the mot dependa OD this parslPster. 
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